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About This Game

You don't know exactly who you are or where you are, but soon enough you will start discovering that your objective will offer
you more answers to the unknown.

Insert Paper is a game that will test your bureaucratic skills. It's a matter of strategy and rigorous investigation. You will have to
deliver the different documents considering the information required by the reader machines.

  90s atmosphere:  The music and ambience were thought specifically to resemble the 90s.

  Documents and secrets:  You will carry documents and intriguing VHS tapes.

  Infinite and generated rooms:  Each room is different from the others, generated by procedures and with random
stuff. Exploring is key to progress. There are from stairs to radio stations.

  Easy gameplay:  The machines usually work in the same way; insert paper and press red button. It's easy to understand
how to progress, without having to read a manual each time.

  Various machines and elements:  From a radio to a shredder to a printer, any electronic gadget can help you to
satisfy your needs.
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I was not happy to see this game is free inside the microsoft app store... (sigh). You can enjoy the story accompanied by exciting
music and handsome barrage

The plot is simple and short but fascinating

I wonder what happens to Misty after that

Looking forward to the sequel\uff01
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\u671f\u5f85\u7e8c\u4f5c\uff0c\u628a\u6545\u4e8b\u8b1b\u4e0b\u53bb. You know how a rhythm-based game basically
makes all your body feel in sync with beats? This one just doesn't .. I expected to be trained into the rhythm like a mindless pet,
instead after an hour the game still feels clumsy and I need a lot of conscious thought to even make it through basic jump-
scenes. Not a fan, refunding :(. Entertaining and challenging Racketball-breakout style VR game! Nice graphics, great
background music and immersive gameplay with roomscale support and good physics. Check my first-impression VR gameplay
of Pingball in Mixed Reality view:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Xo45rXktLFI&t=50s
I guess the video gameplay says it all, but to sum it up, I really enjoyed playing PingBall! Its very good looking graphic-wise,
with great sounds and lovely relaxing music in the background. The ball physics feels surprisingly realistic, and the racket-
handling with the Vive controllers is spot on! For the price, its well worth to try out - and if the developers add more levels soon
(which they surely will), Im sure most of you could enjoy this VR experience for hours and have fun! PingBall is also a very
nice show-off game for people to try out VR for the first times, as its immersive and entertaining with perfect roomscale-
gameplay.

The good parts:
+ Graphics are great, sharp and colorful
+ Sounds and music is awesome, especially the background music!
+ Slow motion and other power-ups is a cool idea - especially multiball!
+ Physics and ball handling feel realistic, no glitches or issues whatsoever!
+ Solid racket handling and control system overall
+ No problems playing in small play space area (2.5x2m)
+ Levels are different from eachother, good variation
+ 3 levels of difficulty, and even Easy mode is quite challenging!
+ Mixed Reality (unity engine support) is working great and looks cool!

The less good parts:
- Couldnt find much, except that I want to see more levels, more power ups, more content in future updates! And hopefully
some multiplayer mode and online score board as well :)
. A nice add-on for flavor.. A Really good game and the price isn't bad either.. It's really overpriced. For that amount you get
crappy graphics, a bad gameplay, a nonexistence story. I really don't recommend it
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Got somwhat mixed feelings about this game. On it's own, it's very entertaning. The horror aspect definitely goes away quick,
and it becomes more humorous I mean, you're a floating brain devouring people! The problem is that it comes with a $10 price
tag, which increases my expectations of this game, and this is where it falls short. If it were free on gamejolt, or even 4 or 5
bucks, I wouldn't expect so much and would have enjoyed it way more, especially since the game is only an hour long. So
definitely wait for a sale before buying it, and you'll have way more fun with it!
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qJSKlUCWPVw
If you want to see what it's like first, feel free to check out my playthrough of it!. Early review, but I should qualify it by saying
this game feels a lot like a continuation of the Myth series (gameplaywise). The combat is all about small party skirmishes with
some basic units like archers, warriors, etc. If you played Myth in the past, this game will feel like reuniting with an old friend.

This is definitely in early access, currently there is only one campaign level, a horde mode, and multiplayer. What's exciting is
that the core gameplay is very good. It feels tactical and unpredictable at the same time.

The Good-
Core gameplay is fun and polished.
4 player coop in Campaign.
Skills provide good sustainability for your units.
Features coming out are well defined, I don't feel like I'm in EA limbo.
Explosions making a big mess.

The Bad-
Some AI and pathing issues.
Currently only one mission out for campaign.. Had more than \u00a312 worth of enjoyment out of this game. The reload
mechanics and precision that you can achieve is really well executed. Everyone who has come to have a go on the Vive has been
really impressed by what is still a game mid development.

The new maps and weapons are good fun - looking forward to seeing what will come next, if it happened to be nothing I
wouldn't feel cheated.

I really cant see why people are giving this bad reviews, just a really good zombie shooter, that can easily scare the cr*p out of
you.

My only complaint is the big mutant zombie on the first map but that is personal taste - I prefer a classic zombie.. Wasn't that
good of a game, I was looking forward for the Online Multiplayer, but soon as I join this game, I was greeted with online
leaderboard. Could not find any online battles my crew was all AI, and the gameplay make me sick with poor refresh rate as the
game would lag in certain areas. all my settings was default I meet the recommended requirements, it recommends the 980 or
higher, I have a GTX 980 TI and was still getting fps issues depending on which way I look.. this game is awesome
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